In two corpus annotation projects, we followed similar strategies for developing annotation instructions and obtained good inter-coder reliability results for both (the instructions are similar in style to Allen & Core 1996) . Our goal in developing the annotation instructions was that they can be used reliably, after a reasonable amount of training, by taggers who are non-experts but who have good language skills and the ability to pay close attention to detail. The instructions were developed iteratively, applying the current scheme and then revising it in light of dlt~culties that arose. We did not attempt to specify a formal set of rules for the taggers to follow. Rather, we give representative examples and appeal to the taggers' intuitions, asking them to generali,~ from the examples to new situations encountered in the text or dialog.
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Working Session Format
Many different strategies and types of instructions are possible. The working session will be an opportunity for participants to share their experiences and beliefs about questions such as: how the annotation task should be defined (e.g., should borderline and ambiguous classifications be permitted, or should the tagger be forced to choose a unique class for each object?); what properties of annotation instructions are desirable; by what criteria should the annotators be selected; and what strategies for developing annotation instructions work well. The answers to such questions likely depend on the particular application. Participants will also consider how the following factors interact with the above questions: the purpose for which the corpus is being annotated; the purpose of the instructions themselves; how inter-coder reliability is to be evaluated; and how automatic systems for which the manual annotations are the standard are to be evaluated.
For the workshop, participants will be supplied with a small data set to word-sense tag in advance, to establish some common experience. During the workshop, participants will address how this tagging might be made reliable with appropriate annotation instructions, taking into account the above issues. It would also be beneficial for participants to bring their own annotation instructions, characterizing them according to the above issues or related ones. I will contact participants in advance to coordinate efforts.
